Radical Theme:

Biological Interventions

PROJECT 2

FEEDBACK

PRESENTATIONS
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INTRODUCTION

Beyond Pixels: Tangible Bits + Radical Atoms

Overview

Programmable Materials 1: PneuJamsheets

PneuJamsheets Workshop

Radical Atoms: Perspectives

Shape Displays Workshop

Radical Theme: Soft Actuation

Radical Theme: Biological Interventions

Radical Theme: Kinetic Systems

Radical Theme: Across Scales

Radical Atoms and the Future of Interfaces

MAS834: TANGIBLE INTERFACES 2015

Radical Theme:

Across Scales

NERI OXMAN

1:00 - 2:00

PRJ 1 DUE

PRJ 1 GIVEN

PRJ 2 DUE

PRJ 2 GIVEN

PROJECT 1: PNEUMATIC AUGMENTATION OF BODY, OBJECT OR SPACE

Design a radical application for pneumatic actuation and sensing under the umbrella of either the body, object or space.

PROJECT 2: RADICAL AUGMENTATION OF BODY, OBJECT OR SPACE

Design a radical application combining any form of actuation and sensing under the umbrella of either the body, object or space.
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